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Dual Lane Tray Shrink Wrap System from Douglas
Increases packaging production of canned fruit
ALEXANDRIA, MN., April 10, 2013 – With the Douglas Contour™ dual lane tray shrink system, smaller
pack counts can be run without decreasing line speeds. Products can be tray packed and film wrapped in
single lane 12-packs at 80 trays per minute and changed to dual lane 6-packs at 160 per minute
maintaining high filler speeds. The machine uses a single corrugated blank for standard blank handling
and efficiencies in the magazine. The perforated blank is separated and glued within the machine for the
dual lane packages. Another option available is 3-sided, shelf ready display trays in single and dual lane
operation at comparable speeds.
Already proven at hundreds of installations in the food and beverage industry, the Contour shrink pack
systems are the best machine for achieving efficient operations for shrink wrapping with trays, pads, uboards or film only, while maintaining the highest package integrity. These versatile systems handle
multiple product sizes and package configurations on demand, at high speeds.
Learn more about how the Contour™ Shrink Wrap Systems can solve your packaging challenge. For
more information, call 320.763.6587 or visit www.douglas-machine.com.
About Douglas Machine Inc.
Founded in 1964, Douglas Machine Inc. is recognized as a global leader in automated secondary
packaging solutions for paperboard, corrugated, and shrink film. The company specializes in the design
and manufacture of cartoners, sleevers, case and tray packers, and shrink wrap systems. Based in
Alexandria, Minnesota, Douglas is an employee-owned company that has installed more than 7,000
machines in 30 countries. For more information, visit www.douglas-machine.com.
Email maryellen.kerber@douglas-machine.com for a high-resolution image of the Contour™ Shrink
Wrap System from Douglas.
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